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In this Agora, Professor Damrosch will present an installment of her research at the intersection of the international law and comparative constitutional law governing use of military force. Taking the multinational coalition against Daesh (the self-proclaimed Islamic State in Iraq and Syria) as a current illustration, and drawing on comparative methods, she will discuss the national constitutional processes by which democratic states decide to participate (or not) in international military operations.

The larger narrative – to be traced from the beginning of the 1990s with the first Iraq war, to the responses to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, through the 2003 Iraq war and now the operations against Daesh in Iraq and Syria since 2014 – investigates broad trends among democratic states toward: (1) greater parliamentary involvement in decisions to commit armed forces to international engagement; (2) clearer embodiment in national constitutional systems of requirements for parliamentary consultation and approval in a timely manner; (3) more attention to international law in national decisions to use military force; and (4) more instances of parliaments and courts serving as checks on executive war-making. Her overall research on these themes tracks some 20 well-established democracies, only a few of which can be addressed here. Comparative insights can help evaluate why these trends are so clearly emerging and some of their problematic dimensions.